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Reading Part 2
Goal: To teach students how to practice fundamental elements of music so as to be able to play a 
smooth jazz/funk tune from a lead-sheet. 

What will you learn?: 
This lesson presents an opportunity for students to experience what it is like to prepare for a 
studio gig in which they will play the lead keyboard part. Paul will break down the tune by 
section and explain all of the individual melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic aspects in a step-by-
step manner.

Topics to be discussed:
How to count/subdivide and practice playing challenging rhythmic passages;
Building left hand chords;
Scales used for improvisation/soloing;
Investigating sounds on your synth and “splitting” your keyboard.

Practice counting and clapping the rhythm in time with your metronome 
at a slow tempo. Then practice playing the right hand part, first with the 
metronome and then with the jam track.

Practice building the individual chords one at a time, then playing them in 
time with your metronome, and finally practicing with the jam track. Be sure 
that you are able to play the left hand separately prior to attempting to play 
hands together. 

Practice playing this section a few measures at a time. Work in the order 
that you have learned throughout the preceding chapters: rhythm (clapping/
counting), notes, playing slowly, with metronome, with jam track. 

Monday:

Tuesday:

Wednesday:

Thursday:

Practice Plan (20-30 minutes per day)
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Improvisation does not have to be learned through rote exercise. It can 
also be a fun, free-exploration of musical creativity using a single scale (or 
two). Practice inventing your own ideas using the scales presented in this 
chapter. You should focus on being able to play the chord in your left hand 
and changing the chords in time with your metronome or the jam track, and 
playing/improvising with your right hand. Don’t worry about wrong notes, 
just get some practice playing any musical ideas using notes from the scales 
presented.

This lesson features a Fender Rhodes-type sound, but practice using different 
sounds and taking note of what sounds good to you and what does not. For 
example, try using acoustic piano, organ, wurlitzer, or synth sounds and 
experimenting with different timbres.

Here’s a little bit of keyboard technical info - “splitting” your keyboard so that 
your right hand is able to play one sound while your left hand is playing a 
different sound. This is a feature that almost all modern keyboards possess, so 
if you haven’t experimented with these types of possibilities before, start now.

Now you’re ready to spend time practicing this song in total. You should be 
able to play from beginning to end with no mistakes, smoothly transitioning 
from one section to the next. Focus on getting as many reps playing with the 
jam track as you can, always trying to refine your performance and minimize 
errors.

Thursday

Friday:

Saturday:

Sunday:

Practice Plan (20-30 minutes per day)


